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trajectories result in suboptimal atrial fibrillation (AF) treatments. Large academic
and referral hospitals demonstrated positive effects of dedicated outpatient AF clinics. Although similar results have not been indicated in (small) non‐academic hospitals
yet, ample opportunities are present when collaboration is initiated on a regional
level. Therefore, this study assesses the effectiveness of outpatient AF clinics in a
collaborative region in the Netherlands.
Methods: For this study baseline and 6 months follow‐up data of a prospective cohort including newly or recently diagnosed AF‐patients of 4 hospitals involved in the
Netherlands Heart Network are used. From January’15 to March’16 patient relevant
outcome measures (ie EHRA score, stroke, major bleedings, hospitalizations, serious
adverse effects of medication, and mortality) are gathered. Descriptive and regression analyses are performed to assess the effectiveness of outpatient AF clinics.
Results: In the analyses 448 AF‐patients were included. After 6 months, significant
improvements regarding EHRA score (P < 0.01), hypertension (P < 0.01), and type of
AF (P < 0.01) were indicated. Results of the patient relevant outcomes showed that
AF‐patients were hospitalized 23 times, no major bleedings and 2 strokes occurred.
Furthermore, 0 AF‐patients reported serious adverse effects of medication and no
AF‐patients deceased.
Conclusions: Collaboration between cardiologists in a regional setting permits further improvement of AF care. Therefore, such quality targets are not exclusively reserved to large academic or referral hospitals. Although promising, future research
should put effort in measuring the effectiveness of the outpatient AF clinics also on
the long run.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

optimal way. To achieve this purpose 4 hospitals and 4 GP organi-

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most frequently diagnosed arrhyth-

(761,763 inhabitants in 201715). The participating hospitals vary

mia,1‒4 affecting only in Europe over 6 million patients5 and leading
to approximately 583 million Euros of the Dutch annual healthcare
expenditure.6 Due to the aging population, the expectation is that
both the number of AF‐patients and healthcare costs will increase
rapidly during the coming years,1 if no further action is taken.
Optimal treatment with less cardiovascular events in AF care
can be established when adherence to guidelines is increased,7‒9
and variations in therapeutic and diagnostic trajectories are reduced. Prior research indicated that improved guideline adherence
and providing extensive information to patients is an achievable
target in cardiac care.9‒11 More specifically, an integrated approach for AF has shown to be an effective9,12 and cost‐effective13
solution in the treatment of AF‐patients by introducing “nurse‐led
care”. Compared to usual care, in nurse‐led care specialized nurses
perform activities to treat AF‐patients using protocolled procedures supervised by a physician. Until now most nurse‐led care is
operationalized and assessed for effectiveness in large academic
hospitals,14 assuming that this procedure is solely feasible in similar settings. However, opportunities for outpatient AF clinics in
(small) non‐academic hospitals may be created when collaboration
is initiated on a regional level.
Regional collaboration in healthcare involves adapting similar
procedures and activities between cooperating partners (ie cardiologists, nurses, and general practitioners (GPs)), increasing the potential of collective improvements of outcomes that are most relevant
for patients. However, to establish collaboration between hospitals
regarding specific cardiac conditions, patient care pathways need
to be aligned. Subsequently, those patient care pathways should
be implemented and evaluated for effectiveness by using similar
parameters.
The aim of this study was to assess if the nurse‐led care in a collaborative region of 4 non‐academic hospitals in the Netherlands is
effective in improving outcomes for AF‐patients after 6 months of
diagnosis. To assess the registration density of the nurse‐led care,
completeness of registrations was also evaluated as a quality measure of AF care.

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Population and design
Data for this study was gathered at baseline (T0) and 6 months
follow‐up (T6) of the prospective intervention group of the AF‐
NET study imbedded in the Netherlands Heart Network (NHN),
between 1 January 2015 and 1 March 2016. In essence, the NHN
is a regional, joint effort of all relevant healthcare providers in primary, secondary, and tertiary care (ie cardiologists, GPs, nurses,
ambulance service, thrombosis service, home care organizations,
pharmacists, and diagnostic centers) to improve the quality of care
for cardiac patients by organizing the total healthcare chain in an

zations collaborate in a densely populated area in the Netherlands
in size considerably, ranging from a 5 cardiologists’ practice to a
high‐volume heart center.
Patients included in this study originated from the outpatient AF
clinics of the 4 hospitals involved in the NHN. Patients were included
in the study when they were ≥18 years, newly or recently diagnosed
with atrial fibrillation, were competent to read and agree on the informed consent, and had provided written informed consent.

2.2 | AF‐NET study
2.2.1 | Outpatient AF clinic
A regional care standard has been developed for AF‐patients visiting
the outpatient AF clinic. This standard includes a description of the
care pathway, uniform definitions for AF, initial conditions, process
and structural measures, aligned protocols to treat AF‐patients, and
patient relevant outcome measures. Using this regional care standard, the same procedures for AF‐patients were applied in the 4 collaborating hospitals. Additionally, identical patient relevant outcome
measures were registered at T0 and T6.
Within the outpatient AF clinic the AF‐nurse performs the required registrations and provides education for the AF‐patients
during a consultation of approximately 45–60 minutes. During the
consultation, the AF‐nurse makes an inventory of complaints and
the general health status of the patients. The education strategy
includes information about AF and the treatment options, in order
to make informed decisions concerning the treatment. Furthermore,
the AF‐nurse explains the relevance of treatment compliance and
clarifies to the patients how the follow‐up procedure will continue
via the cardiologist. By using this procedure cardiologists receive
more detailed information regarding the patients’ conditions, supporting the decision‐making process and the adherence to guidelines
by medical specialists. The outline of the AF‐NET study is shown by
the flowchart in Figure 1. In prior research9,11 nurses made decisions
regarding AF care themselves, leading to an essential different process than the AF‐NET study.

2.2.2 | Procedure
Patients meeting the inclusion criteria visited an AF‐nurse in any of
the 4 hospitals. At the first visit the AF‐nurse discussed the onset
date of symptoms, type of symptoms, type of AF, medical history,
and medication. Also, patient demographics, vital signs, stratification scores (ie EHRA, HAS‐BLED, and CHA 2DS2‐VASc), physical
exam, and ECG were noted. During the first visit the AF‐NET study
was explained and written informed consent of the AF‐patient was
obtained. All procedures at the outpatient AF clinic were supervised
by a cardiologist.
AF‐patients included in the AF‐NET study consult the outpatient
AF clinic at baseline and 6 months to evaluate the initiated treatment
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Outpatient AF-clinic
(N = 469)

AF diagnosed via ECG
(N = 469)

AF-nurse:
•
Provides education towards AF-patients
•
Provides information regarding treatment options
•
Performs inventory of complaints and general health status
•
Indicates patient demographics and AF related scores
•
Assesses eligibility to participate in AF-NET study
21 AF-patients excluded (not willing to participate
/not willing to sign Informed Consent)
AF-nurse informs cardiologist and discusses
potential follow-up treatment

Based on information cardiologist decides on
treatment policy of AF-patient

Cardiologist continues the treatment and followup consultations of the AF-patient

After 6 months the AF-nurse evaluates the
treatment of AF-patients and discusses potential
adaptations with the cardiologist

FIGURE 1

Flowchart of the AF‐NET study

and the patient relevant outcome measures. During the consulta-

All patient relevant outcome measures are (at least) measured after

tions the AF‐nurse registered the required data in the Medical

6 months of follow‐up.

Health Record (MHR).

EHRA score

2.2.3 | Ethical approval

The EHRA score, indicated by a mean score, provides an indication
of the AF related symptoms during an AF episode and is indicated by

The protocol of the AF‐NET study was submitted for approval to

1 = “EHRA I No symptoms”; 2 = “EHRA II Mild symptoms, normal daily

the Medical research Ethics Committee United (MEC‐U) in the

activities not affected”; 3 = “EHRA III Severe symptoms, normal daily

Netherlands (reference number: 14.083). The MEC‐U confirmed that

activity affected”; 4 = “EHRA IV Disabling symptoms, normal daily ac‐

the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act does not apply

tivity discontinued”.17 Both at T0 and T6 the EHRA score is indicated

to the AF‐NET study and that therefore an official approval of this

by the AF‐nurse.

study by the MEC‐U is not required.

Ischaemic stroke

2.3 | Measurements

The number of sudden thrombo‐embolic events or focal deficits
caused by focal cerebral, spinal, or retinal infarction registered in the

In this study the patient relevant outcome measures, background

MHR and validated by a neurologist based on computerized tomog-

variables, and the potential comorbidities were assessed as the main

raphy or magnetic resonance imaging.18 The amount of ischaemic

measurements.

strokes of every AF‐patient are measured between T0 and T6 and
indicated by the AF‐nurse.

2.3.1 | Patient relevant outcome measures

Major bleedings

The patient relevant outcome measures constitute the primary end-

Percentage of patients that suffer a clinically overt bleeding asso-

point of this study and are defined by Meetbaar Beter (http://www.

ciated with any of the following: fatal outcome, involvement of a

meetbaarbeter.com/) (ie a Dutch organization that indicates, meas-

critical anatomic site (intracranial, spinal, ocular, pericardial, articu-

ures, and validates patient relevant outcome measures for cardiac

lar, retroperitoneal, or intramuscular with compartment syndrome),

patients). It includes EHRA score, stroke, major bleedings, hospi-

fall in haemoglobin concentration >2 g/dL, transfusion of >2 units

talization, adverse effects of medication, and cardiovascular death.

of whole blood or packed red blood cells during hospitalization, or

4
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permanent disability. All bleedings are registered by the AF‐nurse
19

between T0 and T6 using the BARC‐index,

and were only indicated

as major bleedings if the BARC‐index corresponded to a score of 3a,
3b, 3c, 4, 5a, or 5b.

more consecutive moments (during rest), and or current use of antihypertensive medication. 20
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is characterized as previous myocardial infarction (MI) (either ST‐elevation MI or non‐ST‐elevation
MI), percutaneous coronary or surgical coronary revascularization,

Cardiovascular hospitalization

or evidence of coronary atherosclerosis with the presence of a ste-

Percentage of patients that require inpatient hospital admission for

nosis in at least 1 coronary artery. The stenosis should lead to a re-

symptomatic AF, decompensation, heart failure, myocardial infarc-

duction in at least 50% diameter or a pressure drop (FFR) <80%. 21,22

tion or coronary artery disease, hypertension, ischaemic stroke,

Heart failure is characterized by typical symptoms (eg breath-

TIA, systemic embolism, major bleeding, heart valve disease, syn-

lessness, ankle swelling, and fatigue) that may be accompanied by

cope, sustained VT, or life‐threatening adverse effects of drugs.

signs (eg elevated jugular venous pressure, pulmonary crackles, and

Cardiovascular hospitalization and the days of hospitalization are

peripheral oedema) caused by a structural and/or functional cardiac

indicated by the AF‐nurse between T0 and T6. In this study hos-

abnormality, resulting in a reduced cardiac output and/or elevated

pitalization is defined as unscheduled hospital admissions with an

intracardiac pressures at rest or during stress. 23

overnight stay.

Peripheral Artery Disease (PAD) is indicated by the presence of 1
of the following: claudicatio intermittens, amputation due to arterial

Cardiovascular death

insufficiency, vascular reconstruction (bypass surgery or percutane-

Percentage of patients that pass away due to any cardiovascu-

ous intervention of extremities), or documented aortic aneurysm.

lar cause, such as symptomatic AF, decompensation, heart failure,

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is characterized by recurring or per-

myocardial infarction or coronary artery disease, hypertension,

sistent hyperglycaemia and is diagnosed by demonstrating sober

ischaemic stroke, TIA, systemic embolism, major bleeding, heart

plasma glucose level ≥7.0 mmol/L (≥126 mg/dL), or plasma glucose

valve disease, syncope, sustained VT, or adverse effects of drugs.

≥11.1 mmol/L (≥200 mg/dL) after 2 hours of 75 g oral glucose, or

Cardiovascular death and the date of death are indicated by the AF‐

symptoms of hyperglycaemia and a plasma glucose of ≥11.1 mmol/L

nurse between T0 and T6.

(=200 mg/dL), or glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) ≥6.5%. 24,25
Severe renal dysfunction is characterized as chronic dialysis, renal

Serious adverse effects of medication

transplantation, or a serum creatinine of ≥200 mmol/L.

Percentage of patients that report serious adverse events due to

Severe hepatic disease is characterized as a chronic liver disease,

rate or rhythm control medication, resulting in hospitalization with

liver cirrhosis, or biochemical indicated lever dysfunction (ie bilirubin

an overnight stay. The serious adverse effects of medication are reg-

over twice the normal value).

istered by the AF‐nurse between T0 and T6.

2.3.2 | Background variables

2.3.4 | Completeness of registrations
Additionally the completeness of registrations (in %) of the patient rel-

The background variables in thist study include the age (in years),

evant outcome measures, background variables, and potential co-

gender (1 = male; 2 = female), Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction

morbidities is indicated as a quality measure of the outpatient AF

(LVEF) (in %), CHA 2DS2‐VASc score to estimate the stroke risk (indi-

clinic at T0 and T6. For the patient relevant outcome measures at

cated by a mean score), HAS‐BLED score to estimate major bleed-

T0 only the EHRA score is used since the other variables are not

ings (indicated by a mean score), the type of AF (1 = first diagnosed

measures at T0.

AF; 2 = paroxysmal AF; 3 = persistent AF; 4 = permanent AF), rate‐
control medication (1 = Yes; 2 = No), and rhythm‐control medication
(1 = Yes; 2 = No). Rate‐control medication involved all medication

2.4 | Statistical analyses

used to reduce the rapid ventricular heart rate in AF‐patients,

To describe the study population general descriptive analyses were

whereas rhythm‐control medication includes all medication to con-

performed on the background variables and the potential comor-

vert AF episodes to normal sinus rhythm and/or to maintain nor-

bidities to indicate mean scores and percentages at T0. To assess

mal sinus rhythm in AF‐patients.

whether the various types of AF differ regarding the background
variables or potential comorbidities independent sample t‐tests and

2.3.3 | Potential comorbidities

chi‐square tests were carried out. For the analyses the various types
of AF were indicated separately as a reference group.

Potential comorbidities are measured by 1 = “Yes”; 2 = “No” and reg-

In addition, linear and logistic regression analyses were per-

istered by the AF‐nurse at T0 and T6 in the MHR. The potential co-

formed to assess potential differences between EHRA score, hyper-

morbidities in this study are:

tension, and type of AF at T0 and T6. Age, gender, CHA 2DS2‐VASc,

Hypertension is defined as systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg

HAS‐BLED, EHRA score at T0, hypertension at T0, and type of AF

and/or diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg measured during 2 or

at T0 are included as potential confounders for these analyses. To
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TA B L E 1

5

Baseline characteristics
Total (N = 448)

First diagnosed
AFA (n = 104)

Paroxysmal
AFB (n = 175)

Persistent AFC
(n = 135)

Permanent
AFD (n = 34)

Significant
difference*

Age (years ± SD)

68.3 (±10.6)

67.3 (±12.1)

66.2 (±9.9)

69.7 (±9.7)

76.2 (±8.2)

D > A,B,C

Gender (% male)

56.7

51.9

49.1

68.1

64.7

C > A,B

LVEF (% ±SD)

59 (±11.0)

62 (±9.6)

62 (±9.7)

54 (±12.4)

57 (±8.5)

A,B > C/ B > D

CHA 2DS2‐VASc‐score
(mean)

2.60

2.62

2.26

2.90

3.09

B < C,D

HAS‐BLED (mean)

1.40

1.30

1.25

1.67

1.41

C > A,B

Hypertension (% yes)

55.4

54.8

53.1

61.5

44.1

N.S.

CAD (% yes)

9.4

12.5

5.7

11.1

11.8

B<A

Heart failure (% yes)

3.1

1.9

0.6

7.4

2.9

B<C

PAD (% yes)

5.6

1.9

6.3

8.2

2.9

C>A

DM (% yes)

13.6

16.3

8.0

14.8

29.4

B < A,D/ C < D

Severe renal dysfunction
(% yes)

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

N.S.

Severe hepatic disease
(% yes)

0.2

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

N.S.

Rate‐control medication
(% yes)

35.3

26.0

27.4

47.8

55.9

A,B < C,D

Rhythm‐control medication (% yes)

39.5

45.6

48.6

33.6

0.0

D < A,C/
B > C,D

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; N.S., no significant differences.
*Significant difference if P ≤ 0.05.

assess potential differences in type of AF at T0 and T6, persistent AF

as compared to patients with other types of AF. Furthermore, parox-

was indicated as the reference group. For the completeness of regis-

ysmal AF‐patients (n = 175) were male less frequently (49.1%), were

trations, percentages were indicated on both background variables,

diagnosed with CAD (5.7%), heart failure (0.6%), and DM (8.0%) less

potential comorbidities, and patient relevant outcome measures at

regularly. However, compared to other AF types, rhythm‐control

T0 and T6. At T6 only data were used for AF‐patients of which the

medication (48.6%) was most frequently prescribed to paroxysmal

type of AF was registered. All analyses were performed in SPSS 21.0

AF‐patients.

and differences were indicated to be significant if P ≤ 0.05.

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Basic characteristics
A total of 448 AF‐patients met the inclusion criteria (95.5% of the

3.3 | Patient relevant outcome measures after
6 months of follow‐up
In Table 2 the data on EHRA score, hypertension, and type of
AF are illustrated between T0 and T6, taking into account potential confounders. As indicated in the table the EHRA score at

complete sample) and were used in the analyses for this study,

T0 (mean = 1.93) significantly decreased (B = 0.17; SEM = 0.04;

also indicated in the flowchart in Figure 1. At baseline (Table 1)

P < 0.01) after 6 months of follow‐up (mean = 1.36). At T0 the

the mean age of the patients visiting the outpatient AF clinic was

percentage of patients with hypertension was 55.4%, which de-

68.3 years and most patients were male (56.7%). At inclusion the

clined significantly (B = 7.71; SEM = 0.96; P < 0.01) to 52.7% after

mean CHA 2DS2‐VASc‐score of the AF‐patients was 2.60 and the

6 months of follow‐up. At inclusion 30.1% of the AF‐patients was

HAS‐BLED‐score was 1.40. In the AF‐NET study hypertension is the

diagnosed with persistent AF. The number of patients with persis-

most frequent co‐morbidity (55.4%).

tent AF significantly decreased (B = 2.93; SEM = 0.40; P < 0.01) to
12.5% at T6.

3.2 | Characteristics of AF‐patients

Within 6 months AF‐patients were hospitalized 23 times for cardiovascular causes (of which 5 hospitalizations for symptomatic AF),

The differences in characteristics among the AF types are also in-

2 strokes occurred, no major bleedings were reported, and no AF‐

dicated in Table 1. Patients diagnosed with permanent AF (n = 34)

patients died due to confirmed cardiovascular causes. Furthermore,

were of higher age (mean age = 76.2 years), received rate‐control

no serious adverse effects of medication were reported between T0

medication more frequently (55.9%), and had DM more often (29.4%)

and T6.

6
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TA B L E 2 Difference in EHRA score, hypertension, and type of
AF (persistent) between T0 and T6
SEM

B
Age

TA B L E 3
and T6

Percentages of completeness of registrations at T0

P‐value*

T6 (N = 415)

99.8%

98.6%

<−0.01

<0.01

0.29

Gender

0.07

0.07

0.30

CHA 2DS2‐VASc‐score

0.02

0.03

0.57

Background variables (%)

99.6%

99.8%

0.05

0.11

Potential comorbidities (%)

99.1%

99.0%

HAS‐BLED

‐0.09

Patient relevant outcome
measures (%)

T0 (N = 448)

EHRA score (T0)

0.17

0.04

<0.01

Age

0.05

0.04

0.22

a real‐world setting.11 Although, these prior studies reported more

‐0.29

0.65

0.65

hospitalizations (489 and 5011), more major bleedings (69 and 511),

0.53

0.33

0.11

higher mortality rates, and a higher number of serious adverse effects of medication, the difference in measurement periods should

Gender
CHA 2DS2‐VASc‐score
HAS‐BLED
Hypertension (T0)

‐0.99

0.65

0.13

7.71

0.96

<0.01

Age

<0.01

0.02

0.74

Gender

‐0.06

0.37

0.88

CHA 2DS2‐VASc‐score

‐0.04

0.17

0.80

HAS‐BLED

‐0.03

0.28

0.90

2.93

0.40

<0.01

Type AF (persistent AF)
(T0)

Abbreviations: B, Unstandardized beta; SEM, standard error of the
mean.
*Significant P‐value (≤0.05) are presented in bold.

be taken into account. While the AF‐NET study presented 6 months
follow‐up data, the results in the study of Hendriks et.al (2012) were
indicated after 22 months and in the study of Qvist et.al (2016) after
14 months of follow‐up. Hence it will be most interesting to compare
the data regarding the outcome measures after 12 and 24 months of
follow‐up. However, the preliminary data of the AF‐NET study indicate that the findings are in line with prior research which endorses
the hypothesis that outpatient AF clinics in collaborating, smaller
hospitals may be as effective as those in (larger) academic settings.
In regular care (ie patients periodically consulting a medical
specialist) adherence to guidelines is known to be limited.7,9,16 Prior
research7‒9 reported that guideline adherence results in better

3.4 | Completeness of registrations after
6 months of follow‐up

outcomes for AF‐patients. In this study, adherence to the prevailing guidelines is assessed by performing audits in the participating
hospitals. Based on the audit results, it was concluded that the par-

The completeness of registrations by the AF‐nurses at T0 and T6 is

ticipating hospitals comply with the (inter)national AF guidelines.

presented in Table 3. At T0, the completeness ranged from 99.1% to

In addition, the effectiveness of the nurse‐led care is assessed in

99.8%. At T6, a high percentage of data was registered ranging from

which nurses follow protocolled procedures and inform cardiolo-

98.6% (patient relevant outcomes), 99.0% (potential comorbidities) to

gists more in‐depth regarding AF‐patients’ medical status. Besides

99.8% (background variables). As indicated in Table 3, 33 AF‐patients

a positive trend of the outcome measures, this study also reports a

were lost to follow‐up between T0 and T6 (ie unable to reach despite

high registration density resulting in better decision‐making support

multiple attempts, referred to their GP without further planned con-

for medical specialist. Although this information is often absent in

tact with the AF‐nurse, or withdrew their participation before T6).

previous studies, it underscores the notion that outpatient AF clinics
employed by AF‐nurses is both an effective as well as an applicable

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

setting in non‐academic hospitals.

4.1 | Interpretation of findings

4.2 | Implication of findings

The primary aim of this study was to assess if the nurse‐led care in

The findings of this study indicate that multiple non‐academic, and

a collaborative region of 4 non‐academic hospitals of various sizes

smaller hospitals are able to develop outpatient AF clinics leading

in the Netherlands is effective in improving patient relevant out-

to improved patient outcomes when they collaborate in a regional

comes after 6 months of follow‐up. Due to the joint development

setting. Important aspects for achieving this improvement is (i) close

of the regional care standard for the outpatient AF clinic significant

collaboration between general cardiologists and electrophysiolo-

improvements were indicated in EHRA score, hypertension, and the

gists to define state of the art (regional) care pathways, (ii) training of

percentage of persistent AF‐patients. Furthermore, the complete-

AF‐nurses for adequate registration of relevant outcome measures

ness of registrations by the AF‐nurses was high ranging from 98.6%

and educating AF‐patients, and (iii) intensive cooperation with re-

to 99.8% at both T0 and T6.

gional GPs. It is advisable for other (small) non‐academic hospitals to

The positive influence of the outpatient AF clinic, as presented

reinforce their collaboration with referral hospitals to share knowl-

in this study is comparable with prior research regarding outpa-

edge and experience, and initiate outpatient AF clinics to improve

tient AF clinics assessed in a clinical trial (academic) setting9 and in

and secure the quality of AF care.
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4.3 | Limitations
A limitation of this study is that only a prospective intervention

Henricus‐Paul Cremers

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3059-296X

group was analyzed. Therefore, the results should be interpreted
as mere associations between T0 and T6 regarding the efficacy of
the outpatient AF clinic. Although the results indicate a positive
trend of the outpatient AF clinic as compared to an equivalent
9

research in an academic setting, it should be taken into account
that the regular AF care may have improved during the last years.
Second, data concerning the patient relevant outcome measures
are only measured at T6 in this study. Therefore, no conclusion
can be drawn regarding significant improvements over longer
time periods. Despite significant differences in follow‐up periods,
the procedure and positive influence of the outpatient AF clinic
on AF‐patients outcomes as demonstrated in this study are comparable with previous studies.9,11 Nevertheless, future research
should put effort in analyzing the patient relevant outcomes at 12
and 24 months, or comparing follow‐up data with similar retrospective data. A final limitation of this study may be that the renal
function was measured with the serum creatinine level instead
of the currently used eGFR. Since the eGFR was not available in
the participating hospitals at the moment of inclusion, this measure was not indicated in this study. Even though the eGFR is the
preferred indicator to assess renal dysfunction, the expectation is
that this indicator has not affected the conclusions of the research
under study.

5 | CO N C LU S I O N S
Based on the provisional findings presented in this study it can be
concluded that the quality of AF care can be improved in smaller
and non‐academic hospitals when collaboration between hospitals
is reinforced by uniform standards and intensive education of AF‐
patients. To continuously improve AF care collaboration with surrounding healthcare professionals (including referral hospitals and
GPs) seems to provide a practicable approach by developing and
implementing regional care standards for specific heart conditions.
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